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Abstract

In this paper we propose a new strategy for AHS calledcontinuous platooning. Continuous pla-

tooning (CP) combines the simplicity and flexibility of Autonomous Intelligent Cruise Control

(AICC) and the performance advantages of platooning by combining the decentralized and auton

omous feature of the former and the preview property of the latter. CP easily accommodates

mixed traffic and is particularly amenableto seamlessevolution. We conduct a system level anal

ysis and optimal design for the scheme. A necessary and sufficient condition is derived for vehicle

chain stability when control is used on the feedback linearized models. Semi-infinite constrained

parametric optimization is used to designthe control system. Simulations show that the proposed

scheme has transientresponse similar to or better than AICC and platooning andits performance

improves with the increase of the preview horizon.

I. Introduction

As traffic becomes increasingly congested in many parts of the world, increasing highway

throughput and improving traffic safety become more and more pressing challenges for our soci

ety. It has been generally recognized that driver behavior and slow human reaction time (from

0.25-1.25 seconds) are the bottlenecks for improvements in these regards (see [4] and the refer

ences therein). Developing and implementingautomatic vehicle control andrelieving the human

driver of this task shows great promise towardachieving these improvements [1], [2], [3], [4].

Of a particularly detrimental nature to an efficient traffic flow is the slow reaction phenomenon

mentioned above, which often rears itself when a driver fails to respond quickly enoughto a sud

den change in the velocity of the preceding vehicle— resulting in a collision. But even if the

t This research is supported by California PATH under MOU-34.



maneuver of a driver is gentle enough such that there is no collision between two following vehi

cles, the subsequent transient behavior of the succeeding vehicles is far from ideal. Observations

of human drivers documented in [9] show that in a group of closely spaced vehicles, the distur

bance in the inter-vehicle spacings due to a small velocity change is magnified as succeeding cars

in the chain react to the disturbance— what we call the magnification effect (also known as the

slinky effect [7], [8]). Subsequently, in the process of recovery, the velocities of the vehicles in the

chain exhibit an oscillatory behavior as the drivers bring their vehicles back to their steady-state

cruising speed. These negative consequences of the long reaction time can be reduced some if

drivers keep a substantial distance from the preceding vehicle. Doing so, however, restricts the

throughput on our highways. It is reasonable to expect that a properly designed automatic control

ler with a substantially smaller reaction time could be applied to the longitudinal control of each

car in a chain of vehicles to eliminate the undesirable qualities of human following control,

thereby enhancing both safety and throughput. This is the objective of the program on Automatic

Vehicle Control Systems (AVCS) within the Intelligent Vehicles and Highway Systems (IVHS)

initiative [6].

A reasonable first proposal for an automatic longitudinal control scheme is depicted in Figure la,

where each vehicle has sensors which measures its relative position (and its derivatives) with

respect to the preceding vehicle. The controller in each vehicle would use the sensor information

to try to match the velocity and acceleration of the preceding vehicle, while maintaining a speci

fied constant spacing, a control scheme we refer to aspure vehiclefollowing. However, analysis

and simulation shows that under this simple law, the chain of vehicles is prone to same deficien

cies ofhuman driver control (primarily, the magnification effect and oscillations), albeit to a lesser

extent

There have been two notable alternative control schemes proposed that attempt to correct these

problems. In [7], Sheikholeslam considers theplatooning scheme of [5], where through vehicle-

to-vehicle communication, the traffic flow is organized into tightly spaced groups of vehicles

called platoons, with large spaces maintained between platoons. Each platoon consists of a lead

vehicle and a number of followers. The key idea is that each vehicle in this platoon has access to

the stateinformationof the preceding vehicle (relative position, velocity, and acceleration) along



with similarinformation from the leadvehicle in the platoon. This information flow is depicted in

Figure lb. In [8], Chien and Ioannou proposetheir autonomous intelligent cruise control (AICC)

scheme where the longitudinal controllerhas accessonly to the relative state information from the

previous vehicle only (as with pure vehicle following). In this case, the spacing regulation prob

lem is relaxed by instituting a velocity-proportional steady-state spacingrequirement. It is shown

in [7] and [8] that in the simplified case where ideal vehicles are assumed and sensor noise and

communication delays are neglected, controllers canbe designed to avoid the magnification effect

under each of the AICC and platooning schemes.

In this paperwe propose a new control strategy for longitudinalvehicle control called Continuous

Platooning (CP), which combines the simplicity and flexibility of AICC and the performance

advantages of platooning by combining the decentralized and autonomous feature of the former

and the preview property of the latter. In the vein of [7] and [8], we assume that we are trying to

regulate the spacing of a chainofvehicles (not necessarily identical) subject to velocity andaccel

eration disturbances from within the group of vehicles. The paper is organized as follows. In the

next section, we describe the scheme of continuous platooning and highlight its potential advan

tages. In section HI, we present the feedback linearized vehicle model proposed in [7], which we

use in our subsequent analysis. In section IV, we first review some of the previous work in the

design of longitudinal vehicle controllers, and then in thesubsequent section, we perform an anal

ysis of the vehicle chain dynamics and anoptimal design for our continuous platooning scheme.

A necessary and sufficient condition for vehicle chain stability is derived. In section VI, we

present some of our simulation results in which we compare the performance of continuous pla

tooning with the previously presented schemes. Finally, in section VII, we draw some conclusions

and point out future works.
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FIGURE 1. Information flow in (a) purevehicle following and (b) platooning.



n. Continuous platooning: a new evolutionary and operating concept for
AVCS

The heartof continuous platooning is a "relay" system for conveying the information through the

chain of vehicles so that each vehicle has state information (relative position, velocity, accelera

tion, and intended maneuvers) from a number of vehicles in front of it. Based on this "preview"

information, each vehicle is to make autonomous decisions about its control and spacing from the

vehicle in front

In a prototypical scenario, the ith vehicle in the chain receives the vehicle state information from

the L preceding vehicles (i - 1, i - 2,..., i - L) and any other pertinent information. This bundle

of information comes from the (i— l)th vehicle via direct line-of-sight communication (e.g.

infrared). The ith vehicle in turn continues the relay process by stripping off the information

associated with the Lth car in front of it (remembering for its own use however) and appending

its own information, thus passing the analogous block of data onto the (i + l)th vehicle. This

information flow is demonstrated in Figure 2. In this way, each vehicle in the chain has informa

tion not just from the vehicle immediately aheadof it, but from the L preceding vehicles. The pre

view parameter, L, is an important design parameter to be chosen, and could change dynamically

as traffic conditions change. When L=l, the scheme is the same as AICC in terms of the informa

tion flow. For larger values of L, CP resembles platooning in that a vehicle has advance informa

tion from vehicles beyond the one immediately preceding it. Unlike platooning, however, we

assume no arbitrary grouping of vehicles, and thus no artificial "leader" classification. All vehi

cles are treated equivalently and there is only one direction of information transmission, i.e.-

backward; and each vehicle is a "free agent" and makes its own decisions.

direction of travel
^

vehicle # i + 4 i + 3 i + 2 i+1 i

FIGURE 2. Information flow in a chain of vehicles operatingunder L=3continuous platooning



With the concept of a lead vehicle having been removed and because of the unidirectional data

flow, continuous platooning needs only the capability to transmit information in a single direction,

thus reducing the complexity ofcommunications hardware and protocols^. It has been argued that

the grouping of vehicles with large inter-group spacings (as in platooning) gives rise to better

safety and smoother traffic (allowing easierlane changing). It is not difficult to see that such vehi

cle distributions not achievable by AICC, can be achieved by CP with the unidirectional commu

nication and the individualvehicle-based decision makingof CP. And with this one-way data pipe

in place, other possibilities for increased safety and efficiency come about. For example, internal

signalsof vehicles (such as brake and malfunction signals)can then be transmitted to the succeed

ing vehicles. There are usually non-negligible time delays from the onset of these signals to the

manifested changesin the vehicle dynamics. Timely transmission of such signals to the following

vehicles certainly hold promise for improving safety. Also, transmitted information can provide

certain redundancy to sensor information, thus improving reliability.

In addition to the increased simplicity afforded by the unidirectional information flow, we believe

that continuous platooning has certain advantages to offer arising from the use of preview infor

mation.Where in both platooning and AICC, a vehicle learns only indirectly abouta disturbance,

say, three cars ahead, under CP the state information of L different vehicles "immediately"

(assuming the communication delays are negligeble compared with mechanical delays) affects a

given vehicle, with substantial safety benefits. While this point is self-evident for AICC, the pla

tooning case may require some explanation. In the current platooncontrol scheme, the /th vehicle

knows the information from the (i- l)th vehicle and the lead vehicle but not the information

from the vehicles in between. Therefore, while platooning may have a superior response to lead

vehicle disturbances, not using theinformation from other in-platoon vehicles makes the system

susceptible to intra-platoon malfunctions and collisions. In all of this, we are making the reason

able assumptions that with high frequency (infrared) vehicle-to-vehicle communication links,

communicationdelays are much smaller than delaysof vehicle mechanical systems such as throt-

t Due to the complexity of protocols, ithas been suggested [4] that only one platoon maneuver including split, merge, and lane
change can beexecuted atany given time. Therefore given the complexity ofurban multi-lane traffic, vehicles inplatooning may
be constantly engaged in platoon maneuvers, resulting inpassengers discomfort and reduced throughput



ties and brakes, and that communication capacities are more than adequate to relay the state infor

mation of dozens of vehicles [14], [15]* [16].

As we demonstrate later, the obvious benefit of longer preview distances are shorter allowable

spacings and the accordingly larger throughputs. It should be noted that other less obvious bene

fits come from these shorter spacings. First, distance sensing and inter-vehicle communication are

more reliable and accurate with less interference, attenuation and diffusion, and less severe multi-

path effects, which contribute to offset possible safety problems due to smaller spacing"1'. Also,

under the assumption of driver-directed lane changes (addressed below), smaller spacings dis

courageother vehicles from cutting into a tight space,a potentially dangerous situation. Finally, it

has been shown in recent wind tunnel tests conducted at the University of Southern California that

smallerspacing substantially improve vehicle fuel efficiency. The last two facts may also provide

incentives for drivers to choose a small spacingwhen preview is used to improve safety.

While it may be that platooning will achieve the ultimate throughput improvement, continuous

platooning holds significant advantages over platooning with regard to implementation and evolu

tionary development of an AHS. It is easy to envision that vehicles will gradually become

equipped with automatic control capabilities and then later acquire inter-vehicle communication

capabilities. While platooning requires a group of vehicles all equipped with both of these capa

bilities, CP can adaptthe informationrelaying dynamically to allow arbitrary mixed operation of

vehicles ranging from those with manual control only to those with full automation and communi

cations capabilities. As has been argued in [13], a seamless evolution allowing mixed traffic

appearsto be more feasible than reserving exclusive lanes for automatic vehicles.

It can be expected that traffic efficiency and safety will increase with increasing percentages of

vehicles in traffic equipped with automatic control and information relaying capabilities. Such a

close correlation between costs and benefits is extremely important for market penetration. It has

been argued in [13] that one of key hindrances for introducing platooning may be that there is lit-

f Even without considering the communication aspects, smaller spacingsdo not necessarily translate to poorer safety. It is not too
difficult to see that with very small spacing,while the frequency of collisionsmay increase, the severity of the impact will
decrease.



tie driver-perceived benefits for upgrading from AICC to platooning. This is clearly not so with

continuous platooning which offer substantial safety benefits through preview.

Information relay inherent in CP also holds promise to allow some vehicle coordination to

improve traffic homogeneity, particularly comparedwith AICC. For instance, in CP, it is possible

to transmit to following vehicles the intended maneuver of a vehicle (such as slowing down to

exit or changing lanes). This has the advantage in that it allows the following vehicles to coordi

nate and react accordingly. For example, slowing down to exit, a transient disturbance, will

induce less drastic reaction than does slowing down due to adverse traffic conditions ahead. Also,

in CP, a common target speed can easily be propagated down the traffic flow without relying on

roadside beacons along the way. The relay mechanism can easily be altered to allow emergency

signalling to be sent beyond the normal L vehicle range during emergency situations. Such a

mechanism can provide advance warning to adverse road surface conditions or incidents ahead

and thus prevent a disastrous pile-up of vehicles.

In this paper we are mainly concerned with automation of longitudinal control. Incorporating

lane-keeping lateral control does not present much conceptual difficulty. As for lane changes,due

to the difficulty with lane-to-lane communication, a pragmatic approach, at least as an evolution

ary step, may be to simply have lane changes performed by human drivers, or alternately, have

them initiated by human drivers, but executed automatically.

In the remainder of the paper, we conduct a systemlevel analysis anddesignof a continuous pla

tooning control strategy under the simplifying assumptions that the vehicles are driving on a

straight lane of highway, that every vehicle hasautomatic control andinformation relaycapabili

ties, that the control system has access to both the brake and throttle and that there is no commu

nication or control delay. It should be emphasized that this is only a preliminary design. Full

potentials of CP can only be realized with intelligent controllers which are nonlinear, account for

more realistic models and scenarios, and possess emergency diagnosis and handling functions

among other things.



m. Vehicle model

For our design, we use the system model and design requirements first set forth in [7] and used

again in [8]. Consider the following three-state simplified nonlinear vehicle model for the ith

vehicle, where the faster engine dynamics have been neglected. We have suppressed the indexing

with respect to i.

x = v

*=~(FW-Fe +Fdi,, +Fd) m

where x is the longitudinal position of the ith vehicle,

v is the velocity of the ith vehicle,

m is the mass of the ith vehicle,

Fw = -Kwv2 is the force due to wind resistance, where Kw is the aerodynamic drag coefficient

Fdrag is the force due to mechanical drag,

Fdist is any arbitrary unmodeled disturbance force,

and Fe is the engine traction force, which we assume to evolve under the dynamics:

F« =-T +-, (2,

where T is the engine time constant and u is the throttle/brake input. Defining a = v, we find that

a = — (-2Kwvv + — + )
m w T T T

Rewriting Fe using equation (1) above,

Fe = ma +Kwv2 +Fdist +Fdrag

we find

a=^1 [-2t^wvV+ma+Kwv2 +Fdist +Fdrag +Fdist - u] p
If we assume that we have access to both the velocity and acceleration of the vehicle and the other

vehicle parameters, then the model can be linearized by state feedback. Following [7,11], setting



u = (-mT) (c+2xvaKw-ma-Kwv2-Fdrag), we find that the new linearized vehicle model

P F
is given by a = c —~ ——, where c is an exogenouscontrol input. Without loss of general-

m% mz

p p
ity, we can group the Fdist disturbance terms into one by defining d = — —. Now the

mi mi

dynamics of the linearized vehicle are summarized by the three simple state equations:

jc = v V = a a = c + d (3)

It is worth pointing out that while the vehicles may not be identical, the above linearized models

are identical. This considerably simplifies the design. Our controller design as well as the designs

of [7] and [8] use this linearized model (with the disturbance term neglected).

IV. Analysis and Design

IV.A: Previous work- AICC and platooning

Using this linearized vehicle model, in [7], Sheikholeslam incorporates the lead vehicle informa

tion into the control law of the ith vehicle in the following manner (we now index state informa

tion with respect to the vehicle number i):

cffl = KPi 8.(r) +ATVi 8>) +ATai6(0 +K^ (v^r) - v,<r)) +K^ (alai(t) - affi)
where

6,<r) = x|._ ,(r)-*,(') -/,-#.

vletd and altMd are the velocity and acceleration of the lead (1st) vehicle of the platoon,

/, is the length of the ith vehicle,

H is the constant desired vehicle spacing when the platoon is at steady state,

and K ,Kv>Ka, Kv and Ka are the controller parameters. That is, added to a pure vehicle
* 1 1 1 woo load

following controller are two terms to penalizedeviation from the velocity and acceleration of the

lead vehicle in the platoon.
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Considering the dynamics of the ith and the (/— 1) th vehicle, he computes the transfer function

from 8._j to 8f:

6Xs) A Kt^ +KyS +K,
A' k T(s) = l l Pl

This transfer function characterizes how a spacing disturbance in front of vehicle / - 1 affects the

spacing in front of vehicle i. Next, we consider the relationship between 8/5) and 5I+Il(s) for

integers n^l, and we denote the corresponding transfer function PH(s). For the case of platoon

ing, wecan show that PH(s) = T*($).

In the case of platooning, Sheikholeslam observes that eliminating the undesirable qualities of

longitudinal vehicular motion can be accomplished by placing design requirements on T(s) and

choosing the design constants in accordancewith them. Specifically, he requires:

PI) T(s) should be stable.

P2) \T(j(o)\ < 1 for all © >0, to eliminate magnification.

P3) The impulse response corresponding to T(s)f should be positive
for all t > 0. to prevent oscillatory behavior [7], [11].

These requirements are shown to be satisfied under a suitable choice of constants [7], [11].

Chien and loannou use this same linearizedvehicle model (3) for their design in [8]. Their AICC

controller resembles pure vehicle following with two modifications. First, they include an addi

tional term, Caat(t), to increase their freedom in placing the zeros of their chaindynamics, which

has the effect of smoothing the traffic flow by reducing the jerk. Also, mimicking human drivers,

a velocity dependent spacing requirement has been introduced. That is, 5|.(r) is now defined as

8,<0 = *m (0 -*ff) ~ h- (# + toff)) •

Here, the final term H+ Xvt{t) in theabove expression can be seen to be the inter-vehicle spacing

requirement, where H is a base steady-state spacing and ^v-(r) imposes an additional velocity-

proportional spacing requirement. Fully stated the AICC control law of Chien and loannou is

cm = Kphft) +Kjf!) +KabJit) +Caat{t) (5)
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Again, considering theclosed-loop dynamics of the ith and (i + 1) th vehicle, wecancompute a

transfer function, T(s)y from bi_l to 8f:

5,-i(*> d+xcji'+cc.-^j^+^-irjj+c,, (6)

If we again define PH(s) as above, we can write PH(s) = 7*(s). And again, satisfying thedesign

requirements (P1)-(P3) above will again guarantee a "good" response to a disturbance in the

chain. With the available parameters, Chien and loannou areable to choose design constants such

that T(s) satisfies these requirements.

IV.B: Continuous platooning

In contrast to the above schemes,continuous platooning makes use of the state information from

the L immediately preceding vehicles. In this section, weconsider the following controller which

incorporates this information:

where bft) = x.-iW-*,<*)-/,- (H+ Xvt{t))- Note that in the above, the control laws are

assumed to be the same for each vehicle, and when a vehicle has fewer than L vehicles in front of

it, a value of zero is assumed in place of any missing information.

In analyzing a system of vehicles operating under continuous platooning, we observe that 8(r) is

now affected directly not only by variations in ht_ j(r), but also by 5._2(r),..., 5._L(r). Hence, no

longer does a single transfer function T(s) completely describe how a vehicle is affected by all of

the vehicles from which it receives information. Now there are L such transfer functions, one

characterizing the effects from each of the L preceding vehicles. We denote these transfer func

tions below as Tm(s), where for preview-L continuous platooning, m = 1,..., L.
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To derive these transfer functions, we assume that a chainof vehicles are operating under a pre-

view-L continuous platooning control law and consider the quantity 8. (r):

'S,»=*i-i»-<W0-k«r)

= ci_l(t)-cl<t)-X6,{t)

Assuming the vehicles are initially at equilibrium, i.e. 6t(0) = 6,<0) = 6,(0) = 8f<0) = 0, we

find

s\(s) = [- (XKai) s3 - (Kai +XKVi) s2 - (KVi +XKPj) s- {Kp) ]tfr) +

[-XKa/+ (Kax-KarXKV2)s2+ (KVi-KV2-XKp2)s+ (KPi-KPi)] 8,._1(5) +...

[-XK./+ (KaLi-KaL-XKVL)s2+ (KVli-KVl-XKPl)s+ (KpLi-Kpi))bi_{L.l)(s) +

[K.f +K^s +K^&^s)

Rearranging terms and dividing, we find that

Hs) =
- XKa/ +(Kax - Ka2 - XKy%) s2 +(KVi - KVi - XKp2) s+(KPi - Kp)

F(s)

-XKa/+ (KaL_rKaL-XKVL)s2+ (KVl_i-KVl-XKPl)s+ (KpL_rKpi)
F(s)

K„s* + K„s + K
PL

F(s) 8,_L(s)

where F(s) = (1 +XKJ s3 +(^ +XKV) s2 +s(KVi +XKp) +KPi.

From this expression, we define

6... ,(*) + .. .

S^.,^

(8)
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-XKa s3+(Ka-Ka -XKV )s2+(Kv-Kv -XKD )s+(K-KD )
f am+\ N am am+l v«+l/ V vm vm+l Pm*V V Pm Pm+l'

Tm(s) =

F(s)
\<,m<L

Kas2 +Kys +Kp
W)

m - L

which allows us to write the compact expression,

L

8,<s) = X '-JWVJM <9»
m«= 1

We now use (9) to calculate /*„($), again, the effect of an external disturbance in the ith inter-

vehicle spacing St(s) on the subsequent vehicle spacings in the chain, 8i+1(s),..., 8t+fl(s),.... To

do so, we first assume that the vehicles are in steady state with all S.'s and all derivatives of 8.

equal to zero. Additionally, we make the important assumption that 8, is the only spacing exter

nally disturbed in the chain of vehicles. Under these conditions, all of the preceding spacings are

zero for all time, allowing us to delete the &Xs)9j < i terms in the following derivation.

From (9), adisturbance in 8,/s) affects 6I+x(s) according to

8-+1(5) = r,(5)0>) (10)

with the terms {8.(j), i - (L - 1) <j'£ i - 1} having been deleted as justified above. Similarly,

for 5.+2(s), we have

8l+2W = r1(j)6I.+ 1(5) +r2(5)8.(5)

= r1w[r1w8l<5)]+r2w8i(5)

=[rfr)+r2(*)]8.(j) (11)

Continuing the patternof (10) and (11), we can compute Pn through the following recursion,



r.(s) =

14

PiM^Us)
R-l

' Y[Tk(s)PH_M+TH(s)t HZnZL
A=l (12)

L

V 4-1

then we can summarize the effect ofadisturbance in5, using these Pm'$:

6,+» = PH(s)&j(s)t n= 1,2,... (13)

Because of the more complicated interrelations of vehicles in continuous platooning, previous

definitions of the stability of a chain of vehicles are not appropriate. To address this, we make the

following definition:

Definition: Let I denote the set of vehicle indices for a chain of vehicles. A longitudinal con
trol law for the set ofvehicles is said to yield chain stability if sup sup |8-(r)| < oo for all

iel t>0

bounded initial conditions and all bounded disturbances.

Theorem 1: For continuous platooning control laws of the form of (7), a necessary and suffi
cient condition for chain stability of an infinite vehicle chain is that F(s) is stable,

\-Tl(jGi)z-T20'&)z2-...-TL(j(o)zL*0> Vco>0, V|z|>l, and that there is no
repeated root on the unit circle.

Proof: The theorem follows upon noticing that (9) can be regarded as an autonomous differ
ence equation indexed by i and parameterized by co.

Before proceeding with our controller synthesis, we make an observation about the case of pure

vehicle following with constant spacing that supportsour decision to try longer preview policies.

Based on the above analysis, we know that when L = 1,

Kas2 +Kvs +Kp
T{(S) =#>,(*) = 3 ' l P±-. (14)s3 +Kais2 +KVis +KPi

If we want to compute l/^O©)! *we first observe that the real parts of both the numerator and

denominator are the samefor anyvalueof yco. However, if we evaluate Pfa'to) at a smallenough

Kvalue of co,say cd< —=—, then we have that the imaginary part of the denominator is smaller than
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the imaginary part of the numerator. So we are guaranteedthat there exists a value of co such that

|/>1(/co)| > 1»andthus, that the magnification effect is inescapable in purevehicle following.

V. Controller Synthesis by Optimization

The conditions stated in Theorem 1 are analogous to (PI) and (P2) above and establish the bare

rmnimum design constraint ofchain stability. Our method for finding controller parameter vectors

that satisfy these requirements will be aconstrained optimizationover the parameter space, where

the conditions of Theorem 1 will be cast in the appropriate form for optimization. For practical

reasons, we will place two further constraints on our optimization. First, since we anticipate an

increased degree of safety in a design that uses information from multiple vehicles, we fix our

constant time headwayrequirement, X, at a (somewhat arbitrary) value of 0.1 seconds, half of its

value in [8]. This condition is motivated by the fact that smaller values of X have the obvious

advantageof reduced inter-vehicle spacingand thus improved throughput Also, as the cost func

tion we will use to refine our choice of parameters is the peakmagnitude of a time response of a

regulation problem, it is likely that the someof the controller gains might tend to large values in

anoptimization, makingthe source of any performance gains suspect. Therefore, we place upper

bounds on the controller gains, requiring \KB I< 250, \KV I< 250 and |ATV I< 100. For the pur-
I "m I ml I "ml r

pose of our optimization, we say that a controller parameter vector for CP is feasible if all of the

above constraints are satisfied.

As stated above, we use a cost function to locate the "best" design vector among those that are

feasible. Our choice of cost function is motivated our desire that the effect of disturbances on the

vehicle spacings be minimal. Thus, for a given vector

K = {KPl, KVl, Kaf KPl> Kv2* Ko2' -••» KpL> KvL' KaL> M ofcontrol parameters for apreview-L CP

system, we look at the time response of the corresponding CP system to the typical maneuver

shown in Figure 4a, whichwe assume to occur in the"0th " vehicle at t = 0. From theresponse

of the subsequentvehicles in the chain to this maneuver, we define the cost function J(K), to be
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J{K) = max {max {|8„(f, K)\} } m (15)
«2L+1 f€ (O.oo)

Note that we specify n £ L + 1 because for a preview-L system, the L + 1th vehicle in the chain is

the foremost one which has a full volume of information available to it

We note that disturbance rejection capability is but one facet of the transient response we can

choose to optimize. The optimization routines are generalenough as to allow constraints or a cost

function based other aspects of either time or frequency response waveforms.

Fully stated, our optimization problem is to minimize our cost function J(K) subject to the con

straints:

• The chain stability conditions ofTheorem 1 are satisfied

• \KD I< 250, \KV I< 250, \Ka I< 100
I "ml I ml I ml

• X=0.1

This type of problem is well-suited for use with Matlab's constrained optimization routine, con-

str(), an implementation of Sequential Quadratic Programming. All of the above constraints are

easily cast as inequality constraints (as required by constr())t except for the semi-infinite polyno

mial constraint in Theorem 1. In this case, we check that the condition is true on a fine discretiza

tion of the low frequency region (to 1000 rad/s) and verify a posteriori that the constraint holds for

all co > 0 to speed up the computations. The time domain simulation for the cost function is

implemented in C and interfaced to Matlab using the cmex interface within Matlab.

We perform designs for various values of L to study the merits of increasing preview policies. In

lieu of a 3L+1 parameter optimization for a large value of L, we also consider an incremental

design, solving insteada sequence of optimization problems along the lines of the following.

Start with an L=l optimization:

Ol) Solve optimization problem for L=l. (All 3 parameters are free to
vary.)

Then, solve the problem for the L=2 case:
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02A) (incremental design) Solve optimization problem for L=2, addi

tionally constraining parameters K (p> v> a) totheir optimal values as

determined in Ol). (Only 3 parametersvary.)

02B) (total design) Solve optimization problem for L=2, using the

parameters from 02A) as the startingpoint of the optimization.

(3*2 parameters are free to vary.)

Next, we consider the L=3 case:

03A)(incrementai design) Solve optimization problem for L=3, addi

tionally constraining parameters K(p va) and K( va) totheir

optimal values as determined in 02A). (Only 3 parameters vary.)

03B) (total design) Solve optimization problem for L=3, using the

parameters from 03A) as the startingpoint for the optimization.

(3*3 parameters free to vary.)

This sequence can be continued to arrive at a design for any desired value of L. As our cost func

tion is of relatively complex, we carryout multiple optimizations with different starting points to

help ensure convergence to the best possible parameter vector.

We also consider the same sequence of designs for the constant spacing case, i.e., where X is con

strained to be 0. For this case, however, optimization using criterion the above constraints fails to

yield a parameter vector satisfying the roots constraint, so we instead relax the roots constraint of

the chain stability theorem and consider the alternate cost function:

}(K) =J(K) +amax {|roots {1 - Tx(ja>)z - 72(/co)z2 -... - TL(ja>)zL} |} (16)

where we empirically choose a = 0.01 so as to weight chain stability roughly equal to a good

time response in our cost function. Our motivation here, is that if we cannot achieve the lack of

magnificationofdisturbances implied by satisfyingthe rootsconstraint, then we hope to minimize

the growth rate of the deviations along the chain of vehicles (which is related to the magnitude of

the roots of this polynomial). For the more realistic case of finite chains of vehicles, a small

growth rate can still yield satisfactory performance, as we demonstrate in the simulations below.
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VI. Design and Simulation Results

In this section, we presentand comparedesign and simulation results for each of twelve systems

ofvehicles. Specifically, we present results from the cases:

a) Platooning of Sheikholeslam and Desoer, [7]

b) AICC of Chien and loannou, [8]

c) L=l continuous platooning with X = 0.1 (optimization Ol).

d) L=2continuous platooning with X = 0.1 (optimization02A).

e) L=2continuousplatooning with X = 0.1 (optimization 02B).

f) L=3continuousplatooning with X = 0.1 (optimization 03A).

g) L=3 continuous platooningwith X = 0.1 (optimization 03B).

h) L=l continuous platooning with X = 0 (optimizationOl).

i) L=2 continuous platooningwith X = 0 (optimization 02A).

j) L=2 continuous platooningwith X = 0 (optimization 02B).

k) L=3 continuous platooning with X = 0 (optimization03A).

1) L=3 continuous platooning with X = 0 (optimization03B).

The following table shows the control parameters corresponding to each of the above designs:

Controller *n *-. Pt *v, *p, *v, *-, K„ c* X

a) 120 49 5 25 10
• -

b) 224 127.2 5 3.56 0.2

c) 205.1 250.0 21.5 - - - - - - - - -
0.1

d) 205.1 250.0 21.5 203.5 230.3 -0.65 - - - - - - 0.1

e) 250.0 250.0 18.2 212.6 208.5 -9.43 - - - - - - 0.1

0 250.0 250.0 18.2 212.6 208.5 -9.43 115.0 47.1 1.45
- - - 0.1

g) 208.6 250.0 20.9 204.3 264.2 1.57 97.4 119.4 0.34
- - - 0.1

h) 250 250 94.9

i) 250 250 94.9 248.6 2442 94.0
- - - - - - -

j) 250 250 94.9 248.6 2442 94.0

k) 250 250 94.9 248.6 2442 94.0 250.0 249.9 100
- - - -

1) 249.8 249.8 99.9 247.6 250.0 99.9 249.8 247.3 98.7
- - - -
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As required, all systems c)-l) satisfy the constraint on F(s) imposed by the stability theorem. The

following table shows the eigenvalues for each CP design:

Controller Eigenvaluesof Ftf)

c) •6.9421 + 5.05231, -6.9421 - 5.05231, -0.8846

d) -6.9421 + 5.05231,-6.9421 - 5.05231, -0.8846

e) -7.1177 + 5.6044i, -7.1177 - 5.60441,-1.0793

0 -7.1177 + 5.6044i, -7.1177 - 5.60441,-1.0793

S) -6.9776 + 5.1402L,-6.9776 - 5.14021,4.8989

h) -92.1824, -1.3413 + 0.95551,-13413 - 0.95551

i) •92.1824, -1.3413 + 0.95551, -13413 - 0.95551

j) -92.1824, -1.3413 + 0.9555i, -1.3413 - 0.9555i

k) -92.1824, -1.3413 + 0.9555i. -1.3413 - 0.9555i

1) -97.3842, -1.2693 + 0.9768i, -1.2693 - 0.9768i

Next we check that our synthesis has produced controllers that satisfy the chain stability con

straint on polynomial roots. The plots in Figure 3 showthe roots of the pertinent polynomial asa

function of the parameter co. We see in these plots that forcases (c) through (g), the roots all have

less than unity magnitude for co >0, thus satisfying the chain stability condition. It is not as

apparent from the small figures, but in each of cases (h) thorough (1), the plotof the roots peaks at

a value slightly greater than 1. We should also pointout the optimal controller gains for X = 0

are larger than for X = 0.1. The poles with large magnitudes and larger bandwidth in Figures

3(h-l) alsoindicate that the control bandwidth is muchlarger for X = 0, hence the system is less

robust. However, the transient performance for X = 0 remains satisfactory in the ideal case as

shown below. Therefore whether CP with constant spacing is practical or not remains to be ana

lyzed in a more realistic scenario.

Whatremains to be evaluated is therelative performance of each of these vehicle control systems

by studying the time response of each system to test maneuver. In the remainder of this section we

present simulation results allowing us to make comparisons both between previous architectures

and those we have developed, as well as between various CP arrangements. For each controller

design, we consider the time response of a 20 vehicle chain initially traveling at 25 km/s with the
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correct steady state spacing. Specifically, the lead vehicle undergoes each of the disturbance

maneuvers depicted in Figure 5 starting at / = 0. The maneuverof Figure5a is a simple deceler

ation maneuver, and you may recall that it is the same one used in our optimal design in section V.

Using the richer scenario of Figure 5b, which is characterized by both a drastic acceleration and

deceleration, we can test the robustness of our continuous platooning designs to more severe

maneuvers.

Each of figures 5-9 show a particular aspectof the time responseof the vehicle chain to one of the

given disturbance scenarios.Obviously, in many regards, we cannot fairly compare certainresults

for the optimized CP controllers to those for the unoptimized controllers of [7] and [8], In such

cases, however, we can reasonably assert that the performance of the CP controller is at least as

good.

We first examine Figures 5 and 10, theresponses of the 8l's (the deviation from thedesired inter-

vehicle spacing) of each vehicle chain to the two lead vehicle disturbances of Figures 4. Our first

observation, based on the delightfully small effect each lead vehicle disturbance has on the 5. 's in

cases(c) through 0), is thatourCP schemeis ascapable of good spacing regulation as are the pla

tooning and AICC schemes. Additionally, we note a correlation between increasing the preview

horizon, L, and the ability of continuous platooning schemes to reject the disturbances. This fol

lows our intuition that the more vehicles from which a vehicle has information, the better it is able

to react to disturbances in preceding vehicles. Next, by comparing the 8,'s of incremental and

unconstrained designs for both L = 2 and L = 3, we observe that the reduced "design energy"

of the incremental designs offer significant gains over the unconstrained designs of the next

smaller size (e.g., compare Figures 5f and 5e). In fact, in many cases, incremental controllers

approach the corresponding unconstrained design in their performance (e.g., compare Figures 5f

and 5g). This would suggest that near-optimal controllers could be achieved for large values of L

by a sequence of L low dimensional optimizations. Finally we compare the desired spacing

responses for the cases X = 0 and X = 0.1. FromFigures 5(c-g) and 5(h-l), the lack ofchain sta

bility is apparent from the lack of attenuation seen as the disturbance propagates unaffected down

the chain ofvehicles. However, givenourefforts during theoptimization towards minimizingthis
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magnification, ourCPcontroller averts anycatastrophic magnification of the 6/s for this reason

ably sized chain of 20 vehicles. This would suggest that under reasonable restrictions on maxi

mum chain length, it is plausiblethat constant spacing continuous platooning would performwell

under normal traffic situations. (However, see the comments earlier.)

The total inter-vehicle spacing responses of Figure 6, velocity responses of Figure 7, andacceler

ationresponses of Figure 8 are included given primarily for the sakeof completeness, although a

few interesting observations can be made in each case*. For example, given the relatively ideal

performance of all the controllers in maintaining the desired spacings, the plotsof the total inter

vehicle spacing in Figure 6 serves to highlight expected throughput under ideal conditions, with

platooning and X = 0 CP exhibiting the smallest intervehicle spacings and thus the largest

throughputs. Figure 7 highlights the inherent time lag introduced into the chain for nonzero values

of X. In the acceleration plotsFigure 8, we begin to observe thatincreasing the preview parameter

L results in an increased"smoothness" in a given vehicle's responseto disturbances.

This"smoothness" trend is also apparent in the plots of the linearized control effort by examining

the trends in Figures 9(c-g) as well as those in Figures 9(h-l). Withregard to the magnitude of the

control effort required to respond to thedisturbances, we notethatcontinuous platooning achieves

its high performance without any added control effort over AICC and Platooning. And based on

these plots, increasing the preview parameter L can has the effect of reducing the necessary con

trol effort needed to adapt to a disturbance. This effect is especially notable for the case where

X = 0.

The data in these figures support our contention that continuous platooning systems are well capa

ble of matching the performance of platooning and AICC forthese demanding maneuvers.

t We have omitted the corresponding plots for the disturbance scenario in Figure 4b becauseall
useful observations can be made based on the responses to disturbance 4a.
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VII. Conclusions and future works

Continuous platooning is proposed for AHS and is shownto havemany salient advantages. How

ever, the above system level analysis is only a first step in establishing the true merit of continu

ous platooning. Controller design and analysis using a more detailed vehicle model as in [12]

should be carried out. The effects of communication and control delays and sensor noise need to

be analyzed and accounted for. An intelligent controller which handles various traffic conditions

and possesses emergency handling and fault diagnosis functions needs to be developed. Lane

change maneuvers need to be studied. The impacts of various AHS schemes on traffic need to

evaluated through comprehensive computer simulations.
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(c) Unconstrained L=l CP,X = 0.1

(d) Incremental L=2 CP, X - 0.1 (e) Unconstrained L=2 CP. X • 0.1

(f) Incremental L=3 CP, X - 0.1 (g) Unconstrained L=3 CP, X - 0.1

RGURE 3. Roots of chain stability polynomial for CP controllers



(h) Unconstrained L=l CP, X = 0
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RGURE3. (cont.) Roots ofchain stability polynomial for CP controllers
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Trajectory of l^oad Vehicle In Chain
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(a) Simple deceleration maneuver
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(b) Sudden deceleration and acceleration maneuver

FIGURE 4. Lead vehicle disturbance trajectory in test scenarios
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(h) Unconstrained L=l CP, X - 0
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FIGURE 5. (cont.) Deviation from desired vehiclespacing(delta) in responseto disturbance in Figure 4a
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(a) Platooning (b)AICC

(c) Unconstrained L=l CP, X «= 0.1

(d) Incremental L=2 CP, X = 0.1 (e) Unconstrained L=2 CP. X « 0.1

- »* "

(0 Incremental L=3 CP, X - 0.1 (g) Unconstrained L=3 CP, X - 0.1

RGURE 6. Inter-vehicle spacings in response to disturbance in Figure 4a
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FIGURE 6.(cont.) Inter-vehicle spacings in response to disturbance in Figure4a
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(a) Platooning (b) AICC

(c) Unconstrained L=l CP, X •> 0.1

(d) Incremental L=2 CP, X - 0.1 (e) Unconstrained L=2 CP. X = 0.1

(0 Incremental L=3 CP, X = 0.1 (g) Unconstrained L=3 CP, X = 0.1

FIGURE 7. Vehicle velocities in response to disturbance in Figure 4a
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(h) Unconstrained Lsl CP, X - 0

(i) Incremental L=2 CP, X - 0 (j) Unconstrained L=2 CP. X = 0

(k) Incremental L=3 CP, X = 0 0) Unconstrained L=3 CP, X = 0

FIGURE 7. (cont.) Vehicle velocities in response to disturbance in Figure 4a
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(g) Unconstrained L=3 CP, X - 0.1

RGURE8. Vehicle accelerations in response to disturbance in Figure 4a
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FIGURE 8. (cont.) Vehicle accelerations in response to disturbance in Figure 4a
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(a) Platooning (b) AICC

(c) Unconstrained L=l CP, X » 0.1
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(f) Incremental L=3 CP, X • 0.1 (g) Unconstrained L=3 CP, X -

RGURE 9. Linearizedvehicle control effort in response to disturbance in Figure 4a
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(h) Unconstrained L=l CP, X = 0

(i) Incremental L=2 CP, X - 0
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FIGURE 9. (cont.) Linearized vehicle control effort in response to disturbance in Figure 4a
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